Tracking the MT Engage Attribute for Your Course in Pipeline

After completing an initial training session, faculty request the MT Engage designation for a course by submitting a signed certification form and current syllabus to by email (mtengage@mtsu.edu) or campus mail (box 0012).

You will receive a letter confirming the course certified and the semester in which the course will begin to carry the MT Engage designation. The MT Engage office will contact Scheduling to have the MT Engage attribute added to the specified sections. MT Engage requests that you send a current syllabus each subsequent semester for the program’s records.

MT Engage staff can add the MT Engage attribute to new courses up to the first drop date (SP18: January 29, 2018). We can also remove or add the attribute to accommodate changes in teaching assignments up to the first drop date.

The MT Engage attribute cannot be added retroactively to a past semester.

MT Engage staff monitor which courses have the MT Engage attribute on RaiderNet, but it is also important to check that your class has the proper designation at the start of the semester and let the MT Engage office know if you see any problems.

How to check which of your classes are designated as MT Engage

1. Log-in to PipelineMT.

2. Under Course Search Tools, select Look up Classes.

3. In the Search by Term drop-down menu, select the term and click Submit.
4. Below the Subject selection window, click Advanced Search.

5. In the Subject box, select all subjects by clicking inside the box, then pressing CTRL+A
6. In the Instructor box, select your name.
7. Click Section Search

The page that appears will show you all of the classes registered under your name. The last column, titled Attribute, will show the various attributes assigned to your course. Courses designated as MT Engage will have “MT Engage” listed in this section.

OR

Follow steps 1-6

7. In the Attribute box, select MT Engage
8. Click Section Search

This set of results will only show MT Engage classes registered under your name.